LIGHT/MEDIUM-DUTY DUMP TRUCKS

MEDIUM-DUTY SPECIFICATIONS

- 10-gauge ASTM A1011 steel construction
- Continuous welded, for strength and quality
- Formed side walls, for added strength
- 7 GA A1011 steel floor
- 9" Western Tubular Frame
- Hydraulic 18-ton hoist, 50-degree dump angle
- Safety support strut
- Side board pockets with wood side boards
- Pintle hitch plate, 20-ton capacity
- 7-prong flat (RV style) trailer plug
- 24" cab shield

LIGHT-DUTY SPECIFICATIONS

- Constructed of Hi-Tensile A1011 steel
- New single-panel tailgate with exclusive, independent, upper tailgate latching
- 10-gauge floor with 8-gauge crossmembers
- 8" longmembers understructure
- 10-gauge single wall sides
- Pockets for 6" side boards increase load capacity
- Integral cabshield with plasma cut window
- Full height corner posts with radius corner pillar
- Single-lever Quick-Drop double acting tailgate equipped with spreader chains and chain slot brackets on corner posts
- Integrated tarp receivers
- Tarp mounting provisions and integrated receivers
- Rigid sides with single panel reverse bend
- LED lighting with one-piece wiring harness

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

- Tailgate chutes (single-centered or dual chutes available)
- 6" asphalt lip
- Spring-loaded tarp system with cover
- LED lighting system